
 

 



About the Show 

Act 1 
 
Lights reveal a backdrop layered much like a pop-up book. A small cut-out of a pirate ship passes between 
the cut-out waves of the drop, firing a cannon to mark its entrance. The pirates themselves appear, 
celebrating because their young apprentice, Frederic, attains adulthood today and is now a full-fledged 
member of their band. But Frederic announces that he will leave the pirates immediately. He had done his 
best for the pirates theretofore only out of a deep devotion to his duty under the apprenticeship which, after 
all, had been a mistake. 

The pirates are deeply wounded, and Ruth, Frederic's nanny, explains. She had been directed by 
Frederic's father to apprentice Frederic to a pilot but misheard and bound him to a pirate instead. 

Frederic forgives Ruth her mistake and addresses the pirates: "Individually, I love you all with affection 
unspeakable, but, collectively, I look upon you with a disgust that amounts to absolute detestation." He 
tearfully vows to exterminate them all. But, since the time is only half-past eleven, and he is a pirate until 
twelve, he explains why they don't make very good pirates: their reputation for nobleness has gotten about, 
so that every person captured claims to be an orphan and invokes the pirates' mercy. 

Ruth is worried about her own fate and proposes herself in marriage to Frederic. Frederic accepts, but with 
some reservation. Ruth is the only woman whom he knows; what if he meets another and finds out that 
Ruth is plain? The pirates, only too glad to let her go, assure him that "there are the remains of a fine 
woman about Ruth." The Pirate King bids Ruth and Frederic farewell, joyously returning to his pirate's life. 

Left alone, Frederic seeks reassurances from Ruth about their upcoming alliance, which she gives as best 
she can without outright lying. Their parley is interrupted by singing voices, and Frederic spies a group of 
beautiful young women. Looking upon them, he realizes that he has been tricked by Ruth, and dismisses 
her. Frederic, ashamed of his piratical appearance, hides from the approaching young women. 

Major-General Stanley's daughters enter, seeking a secluded spot for a picnic. Seeing them about to take 
off their shoes and play in the water, Frederic reveals himself to them, warning them that their picnic spot is 
a pirates' lair. The daughters are frightened of him as a pirate but attracted to his youthful good looks. He 
proposes marriage to all of them at once, but they reject him. 

Suddenly, Mabel appears. She is another of the Major-General's daughters and she is astonishingly 
beautiful. She chides her sisters for their lack of pity and consoles Frederic. As Frederic and Mabel make 
each other's acquaintance, the other daughters pretend to give them some time alone while they chat about 
the weather. 

Frederic hears the pirates approaching and urges the daughters to flee before them, but they stand so long, 
singing about their need to escape, that they fail to do so. The pirates capture the girls, although their 
notion of "rape" is to carry the girls off to a minister and marry them on the spot. Mabel stops them, warning 
them that their father is an illustrious personage: A Major-General! And he appears, boasting of his 
knowledge and abilities. 

Once the Major-General has been apprised of the situation, he objects to having pirates as sons-in-law. 
The Pirate King responds, "We object to Major-Generals as fathers-in-law. But we waive that point." The 
Major-General begs them not to rob him of his daughters, "the sole, remaining propose of [his] old age," as 
he is (of course) an orphan boy. The pirates let him go, and everybody celebrates... except poor, 
abandoned Ruth, as the curtain falls. 

 

 

 



Act Two 
 

As Act Two opens, the Major-General's daughters try to comfort him. He is disconsolate because he has 
dishonoured his ancestors by escaping the pirates through a lie. Frederic reminds him that he has only 
recently bought his lands and title and, therefore, cannot do too much damage to his family legacy. The 
Major-General explains that there are indeed somebody's ancestors buried on his land and, since he 
bought the land and all its contents, they are therefore his ancestors. 

The Major-General says that he will be much more comfortable when Frederic has exterminated the 
pirates. Frederic summons his army of policemen, who are less than eager to go to battle. Mabel and the 
other daughters urge them on, and the policemen vow to go and do their duty... but they keep vowing for a 
long time before they are finally persuaded to go. 

Frederic's relief at finally atoning for his years of piracy is interrupted by none other than Ruth and the 
Pirate King. They know of Frederic's love of paradoxes and propose a most ingenious one to him. It seems 
that Frederic was born on Leap Day, February 29, which only comes once every four years. Frederick is 21 
years old, therefore, but has had only five birthdays. Unfortunately, the terms of his pirate apprenticeship 
are until his twenty-first birthday. By the terms of his indenture, he will remain a pirate until he is 84 years 
old! Frederic, bound by his sense of duty, agrees to go with them, bemoaning his fate and his 
consequential loss of Mabel. Further constricted to duty, Frederic informs the Pirate King of the Major-
General's deception. The Pirate King vows revenge. 

Frederic is left alone with Mabel and he informs her of the sad situation. She begs him to ignore his duty, 
but he cannot. They vow to remain true until Frederic is free to marry her... in 1940. Frederic leaves to join 
the pirates, and Mabel mourns. But she is determined to go on and urges the policemen on to fight the 
pirates, even though their commander has switched sides. The policemen don't like their job – after all, 
criminals are people, too – but they set off to do it. 

The Pirates approach to get their revenge, and the policemen bravely hide. The pirates plot their burglary. 
Frederic quiets them as the Major-General approaches, kept from his sleep by a guilty conscience. Just as 
his daughters come out to comfort him, the pirates ambush them and are, in turn, ambushed by the police. 

A fight ensues. The police duel with billy clubs, the daughters with parasols. The scene is a kind of 
domestic version of the typical pirate epic battle scene, although no one gets hurt. The pirates win the 
battle, but the sergeant of the police calls on them to yield in Queen Victoria's name. The pirates surrender 
immediately, because "with all their faults, they love their queen." 

Before the pirates can be led away, Ruth steps forward and reveals them as prodigal sons of titled families. 
The pirates are instantly forgiven, as "peers will be peers." Frederic is reunited with Mabel, Ruth is swept up 
by the sergeant, the pirates and daughters pair off and there is a happy ending for all. 
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Production Team 

 
Director   Daniel Stefanovski 
Musical Director  Jesse Cleal 
Choreographer  Brayden Kennedy 
Producer   Dimity Quinlan-Merz  
Costumes   Troy Lester 
Lighting Design  Curtis Paz 
 
 
 

Season 

 

Production Week  1st till 4th March 2020 
Opening Night  6th March 2020 
Closing Night   21st March 2020 
Performance Times  Friday 8.00pm, Saturday 2pm & 8.00pm, Sunday 2pm 
 

 
 

Rehearsals 

 

Mondays & Wednesday from 7pm – 10pm  
Sundays from 10am – 4pm. 
 
A detailed rehearsal schedule will be given at first rehearsal.  
Which will include all rehearsals, tech rehearsals and dress rehearsals. 
 
First rehearsal will be on Monday 25th November 7pm – 10pm. 
There will be scheduled breaks over Christmas and New Year. 
Please let the production team know of your unavailability at your audition.   
 

 
 

Venue 

 
Auditions, Rehearsals & Season  Miner’s Lamp Theatre 
      141 Princes Hwy, Corrimal NSW 2518 
       
Call-backs (if needed)   Wollongong Workshop Theatre 
      190 Gipps Rd, Gwynneville NSW 2500 
 
 
 

Tracks 

 
Pirates of Penzance will be performed using performance tracks from The MT Pit. 
 
 



Auditions 

Saturday 16th November 10am – 5pm   10 min Individual Auditions 
 
Sunday 17th November 10am – 12pm   Call-backs (if needed) 
 
What happens in my audition? 
 
You will be required to read and sing the appropriate audition material supplied.  
 
Please come prepared for this and familiarise yourself with the material.  
 
See the audition as a performance. 
 
Everyone must complete the dance audition. 
 
Please come already stretched and warmed up. 
 
Comfortable and appropriate clothing and shoes required. 
 
Please arrive at least 10 mins before your slot, there will be someone to greet you in the foyer. 
 
Auditions will be attended by the entire production team. 
 
Auditions may be recorded. These will be deleted after the casting process. 
 
Most importantly – have fun, relax and enjoy yourself. 
 
Can I do a video audition? 
 
Yes. If you cannot make it to the audition days, you can send us a video audition. Your video audition must 
include the song, reading and dance component and must be emailed to pirates@arcadians.org.au by 5pm 
on Friday 15th November. 
 
Can I audition for more than one role? 
 
Yes. But please be aware that due to time constraints, we may need to cut short a song or reading (once 
we have heard or seen what is needed, we will move on to the next character). Please list all the roles you 
wish to audition for on the audition form.  
 
How do I book an audition slot? 
 
Go to www.arcadians.org.au and click on the relevant PIRATES OF PENZANCE links. 
 
You must be OVER 16 to audition. 
 
These will be open after the information night. Auditions will fill up fast. So first in best dressed. 
 
Where do I get the audition materials? 
 
Go to www.arcadians.org.au and click on the relevant PIRATES OF PENZANCE Dropbox links.  
 
Casting 
 
Cast will be notified and cast list will be available online on Wednesday 20th November. 
 
Questions 
 
If you have any questions please feel free to contact the production via email pirates@arcadians.org.au 

mailto:pirates@arcadians.org.au
http://www.arcadians.org.au/
http://www.arcadians.org.au/
mailto:pirates@arcadians.org.au


Show Requirements 

 
If you are cast, you will be required to become a financial member of the Arcadians Theatre Group by third 
rehearsal. Membership fee is $30. 
 
You must attend all rehearsals that are required of you. Please let us know on the audition form if there are 
any holidays or events planned that will prohibit this from happening. If you fail to attend two rehearsals 
without approval or notice, you run the risk of being terminated from the show. 
 
You will be required to assist with Set Construction/ Set Painting/ Costume Making. 
 
All cast will be required to supply their own foundation make-up, hosiery and shoes. 
 
By agreeing to join the cast you are agreeing to give the production team permission to use your image for 
marketing purposes. 
 
You are also agreeing to not change your look (as it is one of the reasons you have been cast) without 
permission from the production team.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Character Breakdown 

 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ‘CHARACTER AGES’ ARE INDICATIVE BUT NOT 
NECESSARILY PRESCRIPTIVE. ALL CHARACTERS REQUIRE AN ENGLISH 

ACCENT. 
 
 

FREDERIC (M)    Vocal Range Bb2 – Bb4  
Stage Age: 21 
A member of the Pirates. He is unaffected and possesses an unself-conscious sex appeal. Youthful, 
genuine and innocent. 
 
MABEL (F)      Vocal Range: Bb3 – Db6 
Stage Age: 18 - 21 
Daughter of the Major-General. Mabel is a classic beauty similar to Lillian Gish or Mary Pickford. An astute 
young woman, she is sympathetic in nature. She and Frederic fall in love.   
 
PIRATE KING (M)    Vocal Range: A#2 – G4  
Stage Age: 25 - 35 
The leader of the pirates. Despite his sharp and loud bark, he is actually a whole-hearted romantic with a 
soft bite. A handsome man typically found with an open shirt and wind in his hair.   
 
MAJOR GENERAL (M)               Vocal Range: Bb2 – E4  
Stage Age: 55 - 65 
A father with many daughters. He resembles a male Queen Victoria in his sensibilities. Possesses 
kindness, warmth, and good humour. The love for his daughters is undeniable.   
 
RUTH (F)                 Vocal Range: G3 – E5 
Stage Age: 47 
Frederic's lifelong nanny. A sneaky Mrs. Potts, she is attractive enough for her age but cares very little 
about such things. She wants nothing more in life than to see Frederic happy, healthy, and by her side. 
   
KATE (F)      Vocal Range: Ab3 – G5 
Stage Age: 17 – 21  
Daughter of the Major-General. Quick-witted and rather sassy. She, like her other sisters, is strikingly 
beautiful. 
   
EDITH (F)      Vocal Range: Ab3 – G5 
Stage Age: 20 – 25 
Daughter of the Major-General. Though a level-headed girl, she is quite mischievous. Very beautiful and the 
eldest of the daughters. 
 
SAMUEL (M)                                       Vocal Range: Bb2 – F4 
Stage Age: 35 - 45 
The Pirate King's right-hand man. Perhaps a bit rotund, Samuel is clever but easily manipulated and 
influenced.  
   
SERGEANT (M)                                  Vocal Range: G2 – E4 
Stage Age: 35 – 45                  
The leader of the police. He is Groucho Marx-esque and uncomfortably clumsy. Though their duty to protect 
is clear, the Sergeant and his police are more accustomed to fear and hide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ensemble 

 
This production will feature a heavy amount of dance numbers for all ensemble and so confidence and/ or 
ability in movement/ choreography is important. Please note some of the previously listed roles may double 
as ensemble. 
 
All must have strong harmony abilities. 
 
As well as being featured in all dance numbers, there are various roles within the show that the ensemble 
will be playing, many with spoken lines. They are all “characters” and should represent a range of ages and 
physical types. 
 
The ensemble roles within the show are as follows: 
 

PIRATES, POLICE AND GENERAL STANLEY'S DAUGHTERS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SINGING/CHARACTER AUDITION 

 
You must prepare for your audition: 
 

• A song/s from the list below 
 
FREDERIC: Oh, Is There Not One Maiden Breast 
PIRATE KING: Oh, Better Far to Live and Die and When You First Left Our Pirate Fold (second verse)  
MABEL: Poor Wandering One  
GENERAL STANLEY: Modern Major General  
RUTH: When Frederic Was a Little Lad and When You First Left Our Pirate Fold (first verse)  
SAMUEL: With Cat-Like Tread and Pour O Pour the Pirate Sherry  
SERGEANT: When the Foreman Bares His Steel  
KATE/EDITH/ISABEL: Climbing Over Rocky Mountains (mid chorus)  
MALE CHORUS: With Cat-Like Tread (pick your octave from “Come friends…”  
FEMALE CHORUS: Climbing Over Rocky Mountains (first chorus)  
 

NOTES 

• All pieces from the lists will be performed with live piano accompaniment; 

• Prepared pieces should be performed without sheet music or lyrics if possible; 

• The production team may ask you to stop or restart any piece, with or without direction, at any time; 

• The production team may ask to only hear certain songs, i.e. they may not need to hear all that you 
have prepared; 

• You may also be asked to sing some simple vocal exercises with the Musical Director. 

• Remember that the main purpose of the vocal audition is for the production team to get a clear idea   
of your voice and characterisation, so that they can find the best balance for the cast and where you might 
fit into that balance. 
 

 

READINGS 

 
You will be given a cold read to familiarise yourself with on the day. 
Treat the reading like a performance; in character, with the appropriate accent. 
Most of what we are looking for will be seen during your song, this will just be to see how you think and 
characterise on your feet. 
 

 
DANCE 

 
This show caters for performers with varying levels of dance training. For the most part we are looking for 
people who can confidently portray their character through movement and physicalise their cartoon-like 
nature. Performers with stronger technical dance training will be utilised, however it is certainly not 
essential. 
 
The audition dance has been choreographed in a way that allows movement to be adjusted to the level of 
the performer. We would rather see people who understand the limits of their technical capability and move 
within their range rather than pushing themselves too far and compromising execution. Particularly if we’re 
putting an umbrella, sword or baton in your hands we need to know that you can control yourself! 
 
The show is full of energy and life, so have fun with the movement. Hit the accents hard, be quirky when 
you can and always dance as your character would – from the elegance of the daughters to the bravado of 
the pirates, we want to see that you understand each role in the way you kick, leap and turn. 
 
 



Arcadians Theatre Group  
AUDITION FORM 

 
PERSONAL DETAILS 
 
Name:        Age:    Gender:  
 
Address:             
               
 
Contact Number:      Email:       
 
PHYSICAL DETAILS 
 
Height (cm)_________  
 
Shirt Size_____________ Pant Size ____________ Shoe Size____________  
 
CV 
 
Vocal Range (if known) ____________________________ 
 
Dance Training_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
PLEASE LIST ANY PREVIOUS THEATRICAL EXPERIENCE AND ROLES PLAYED or ATTACH A SHOW 
RESUME 
 

Year Show Role Group 

    

    

    

    

    

 
 
WHICH ROLES ARE YOU INTERESTED IN? (PLEASE TICK) 
 
o Frederic       
o Mabel 
o Pirate King 
o Major General 
o Ruth 
o Samuel 
o Sergeant 
o Kate, Edith, Isabel 
o Male Ensemble 
o Female Ensemble 
 
 
FIRST PREFERENCE:      
 
o I would consider taking a different role if offered. 
o I am willing to take any role. 
 
 
Is there anything else you would like the production team to know about you? 
 
              
              
               
 
 
 



 
 
AVAILABILITY 
 
Please place a cross through any rehearsal date/s you are unavailable. Explain below. 
 
 
 
 

  

  

 
 

 
 
Reasons: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 



 
CONDITIONS OF AUDITIONING 

 
Prior to auditioning you will be asked to complete and sign an audition form. By signing this form, you are agreeing to a commitment to the show, 
which includes the following:  
1. I understand that if my audition is unsuccessful, I must accept and respect the final decision of the production team.  Any further discussion about 
the audition process must be made formally through the Committee.  
2. I will be available for rehearsals on the days and times scheduled by the Director.  
3. If I fail to attend more than two rehearsals without approval from the production team my role in the production could be terminated.  
4. I am available for the whole season of the show.  
5. I understand that I am part of a team and am required to attend occasional working bees to assist the progress of the show.  
6. I may be asked to arrange to complete aspects of my own costumes.  
7. I understand that my commitment to the show is complete and the “show must go on”.  
8. I understand that my costumes, makeup and hair designs will be determined by the respective production staff and I agree to abide by their 
artistic requirements.  
9. I understand that if I am selected for the cast, I will be required by the Arcadians Theatre Group to complete A Working with Children Check in 
compliance with the NSW Office of the Children’s Guardian legislation.  
10. I agree to pay the appropriate fees to join and be a member of the Arcadians Theatre Group. As a member, I am bound by the Rules and By-
Laws of the group. Upon cessation of my membership; I have no claim against the assets of the Group.  
11. Punctuality to all rehearsals, events and performances will be expected.  
12. I will be responsible for the condition of any items allocated to me as part of the production (e.g. Costumes). I will be responsible for paying the 
replacement cost for any lost and damaged items. If you cannot comply with all these requirements, please discuss with the secretary prior to 
auditioning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SIGNED:          DATE:    


